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1.   yizet Detached and Accented tone. Derived from the verb meyaz, to hold. Equivalent  
                                           to staccato.     
2.   deret Sing in a low , deep voice. Chest register. Also applies to singing with the lips  
                                           closed, with clenched teeth, and with deep chest resonance. Humming at the  
                                           lowest  range of the male voice.   
3.   kinat Upward glissando. The term is derived from the verb makenat, “to raise up.” 
 

4.    Chiret Start high and proceed with downward glissando. The chirt vocal melody is  
                                           often connected to a cadence. The term is derived from chira, “tail.” 
 

5.    difat Drop the voice. Skip to a lower range. Often refers to singing an octave lower.  
                                           The root verb is  medfat, “to throw down.” 
 

6.    Kurt Refers to singing a cadential formula which often ends on the home tone. Its  
                                           root is mekuret, “to end” or to “to cut.” Equivalent to coda.  
 

7.   rute Throbbing, warm and expressive singing style with rapid but narrow pitch  
                                           fluctuations. The term derived from merot, “to run.” Equivalent to vibrato.   
 

8.   rikrik Rapid repeat of a single syllablic tone. This style of singing usually creates 
                                           a sense of tension at the high range. Equivalent to tremolo.  
 
9.   hidet Gradually getting faster and louder. Sing each syllable distinctly. Equivalent  
                                           to accelerando, crescendo, and portamento at the same time.   
 
10. /  serez Slight pause.  
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Terms used to indicate rates of speed 
 

   mereged  Very slow, broad and solemn. 
     Equivalent to largo and grave.  
 

   nuis-mereged Slow. Literally “faster than meregd.” 
     Equivalent to adagio. 
 

   abiy-tsefat Moderately fast. Equivalent to allegretto. 
 

   tsefat  Fast. Equivalent to allegro. 
 

   arwasti  As fast as possible. Equivalent to prestissimo. 
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